CTP Plus CTP Plus users can not only run CASRA’s most common test types, but also create and configure their own X-ray image interpretation tests, either based on a CASRA module or consisting completely of individually uploaded images. This allows for an even higher degree of customization and individual test configuration. Administrators are free to choose any number and type of images from the library. The ratio of X-ray images that contain a threat and X-ray images that are clear can be individually adjusted.

CREATE YOUR OWN X-RAY IMAGE INTERPRETATION TESTS

With CTP Plus you have the test development entirely in your own hands:

› Decide for yourself how many and which X-ray images shall be integrated in the test
› Decide for yourself how the ratio of bags with and without threat items should be

INTEGRATE YOUR OWN X-RAY IMAGES

With CTP Plus you can additionally upload your own X-ray images of bags directly into the existing image pools. This allows you to integrate security relevant X-ray images of your daily work environment into your tests.
**RESPONSE BUTTONS & FEEDBACK**

By default, the answer categories to judge an X-ray image are set to OK and NOT OK, but can also be adapted in a test, if required. Additionally, CTP Plus users can decide whether an individualized test completion feedback is given upon finishing a test and what information it shall contain.

**SOFTWARE INTERFACE**

**INDIVIDUALIZATION OF THE TEST CONFIGURATION**

CTP Plus offers you the flexibility to define test parameters according to your requirements:

- Image enhancement functions for X-ray image tests
- Time limit for the image assessment
- Required pass mark
- Allowed number of attempts per test taker
- Which information shall be displayed as test feedback

**LEARN MORE**

- For system requirements and further information on the CTP Plus please click [here](#).
- If you would like to receive short and understandable articles summarizing our research results and security trends please [subscribe to our newsletter](#).